Sponsors, your advantages
Musée Bolo creates an image of dynamism and education. By taking part in its
projects, you make your company stand out among your customers, potential
clients and employees.

Image and visibility
The museum’s exhibitions are currently located in the heart of the EPFL. They
are visited by more than 6,000 people (excluding students) per year. Your presence through individual plaques or an inscription on the sponsors’ wall gives
you excellent visibility. The museum’s website has 10,000 visitors per year and
offers several spaces where your logos can be displayed. The museum takes
part in four major events each year, including the Night of the Museums of
Lausanne and Pully. The museum’s partners appear on all the printed material
produced for each occasion.

Sponsoring
Cédric Gaudin
President of the association Les Amis du Musée Bolo
Treasurer of the Mémoires Informatiques foundation
cedric.gaudin@museebolo.ch
Tel. +41 79 423 13 45

Guided tours
We organise guided tours of the museum and temporary exhibitions for your
employees, customers and prospects. Alternatively, you can visit the museum’s
computer storage rooms, a veritable Aladdin’s cave !

Exhibition on your premises
Our team can also organise, on your company’s premises, a mini exhibition of
the computers it has designed or used in the past.

Sponsorships
Temporary exhibitions can be sponsored. We also have the skills to restore
and restart rare and unique computers. Sponsorship of an exhibition or of a
restored machine are rare privileges because they are widely publicised in
the media.

VIP, vos avantages
You take an active part in the life of the museum by benefiting from the
various counterparts according to your desires. The BoloCoins that you have
accumulated offer you, for example, the possibility to take a guided tour of
the storage rooms, to receive a cup with your favourite computer or to obtain
a VIP entrance to a museum event.

Certain forms of partnership
are tax deductible

Swiss Museum of Computer Science, Digital Culture and Video Games
EPFL, Bâtiment INF, Station 14, CH-1015 Lausanne
contact@museebolo.ch – www.museebolo.ch
Bank account details
Fondation Mémoires Informatiques
1038 Bercher
IBAN : CH40 0900 0000 1729 9145 7
BIC : POFICHBEXXX

Swiss Museum of
Computer Science,
Digital Culture
and Video Games

We need

Collect BoloCoins

you

Consolidated provisional budget :
Foundation + Association

The support subscription provides financial assistance
to the museum periodically. You can also make a
one-off donation. For every CHF 10.- donated to the
museum, you will receive 1 BoloCoin. Thanks to the
BoloCoins you have accumulated in this way, you
will have a choice of rewards to choose from. The
list is available in the reward catalogue. BoloCoins
are valid for 5 years. For example, a donation of
CHF 200.- entitles you to 20 BoloCoins which will get
you a museum mug or a T-shirt.

The Mémoires Informatiques foundation, which has set itself the task of
preserving and safeguarding computer-related objects, is in danger. The
economic stability of the museum is fragile. The exhibition is housed in a
space with public access and with no possibility of generating ticket sales.
The museum has to finance storage facilities in order to safeguard its precious
heritage. Despite being selective in its acquisitions, this heritage is constantly
growing and diversifying thanks to donations from many collectors of
computer objects.
The museum is looking for generous partners who are aware of the
challenges of the digital age. Help the museum pursue its ambitious project
whilst participating in the life of the museum and enjoying certain benefits
in exchange.

Become our VIP
You are a private individual nostalgic for the machines you have used, you
are enthusiastic about today’s digital technologies, you are a collector.

Become our sponsor
You are a public administration, an organization dedicated to education and
teaching. You are a company active in computer science, in digital technology
or in various other economic areas and wish to enhance your image.
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10’500

10’000

10’000

10’000

4’500

4’500

4’500

4’500

15’000

14’500

14’500

14’500

Storage premises: rent, insurance,
electricity, maintenance

47’000

47’000

47’000

47’000

Administrative costs,
projects, events

15’000

15’000

15’000

15’000

Total

62’000
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62’000

- 47’000

- 47’500

- 47’500

- 47’500

2’000

-

-

-

45’000

47’500

47’500

47’500

Revenue
Guided tours, events, shop sales
Membership fees
Total

Expenses

10 CHF = 1 BoloCoin
BoloCoins have a life span of 5 years

Support subscription

Difference

Monthly amount
in CHF

Annual amount
in CHF

Accumulated
BoloCoins per year

10

120

12

20

240

24

50

600

60

100

1,200

120

200

2,400

240

500

6,000

600

1,000

12,000

1,200

Reserve
Grants, Bolocoins, sponsors,
private donations

